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Abstract:
Part 1: Many physical systems can be represented by conservation laws with
source terms, or balance laws. First, we present efficient well-balanced discon-
tinuous Galerkin methods for one-dimensional systems of balance laws, which
preserve the general non-zero velocity equilibria of the forward problem. Sec-
ond, we examine the inverse problem in which the states of the balance law
are known and measured, but the variable in the source term is unknown. We
present an iterative method using an adjoint approach for recovering a time-
dependent topographical source term from balance laws.
Part 2: Neural networks have recently been used as surrogate models for map-
ping inputs of an engineering system to outputs of interest. Once trained, neu-
ral networks are computationally inexpensive and remove the need for repeated
evaluations of computationally expensive models. However, accurate training
often requires large amounts of simulation data that may not be available in the
case of computationally expensive systems. We explore the application of bi-
fidelity weighted transfer learning techniques using training data generated from
both high- and low-fidelity models. We illustrate the utility of the bi-fidelity
transfer learning method where we focus on accuracy improvement achieved
compared to standard training approaches.
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Polyhedra that know
calculus

Dr. Federico Ardila

San Francisco State University

Federico Ardila is a Colombian mathematician and DJ who researches com-
binatorics and specializes in matroid theory. Ardila graduated with a B.Sc.
in 1998 and a Ph.D in 2003 in Mathematics from MIT. Ardila is currently a
professor at SFSU and additionally holds an adjunct position at the University
of Los Andes in Colombia. In addition to mathematics, Ardila enjoys making
music and is a co-founder of the Oakland DJ collective La Pelanga.

Abstract: I will introduce you to two beautiful polyhedra that are hid-
ing underneath the multiplication table. These polyhedra know how to
perform some interesting calculus computations. The reasons for this sur-
prising fact lie at the intersection of combinatorics, algebra, and geometry.
Most of the talk will be accessible to anyone who knows the multiplication
table.

Keywords: Multiplication table, polyhedra, calculus, inverses, combina-
torics.

Social Justice, Music and Math: After the 50-minute long talk on
polyhedra, the event will continue with an informal conversation with the
speaker about social justice, music, and mathematics.

Friday, May 6, 2:00 – 3:50 pm

For more info visit the department website for the colloquium

https://www.cpp.edu/sci/mathematics-statistics/colloquium-and-newsletter/index.shtml

